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SYNOPSIS
Lectures and seminars will offer an overview of key themes in biblical literacy, focussing largely on
key contemporary Global North cultures where current studies have noted a decrease in biblical
literacy. We will explore the perceived effects of this decrease in terms of social exclusion and
contemporary thinking. We will explore various ways in which biblical literacy is present within and
continues to influence media culture and appropriate ways in which to analyse and reflect on this
influence. In group sessions, we will focus on the importance of biblical literacy and explore
appropriate strategies to promote biblical literacy in different cultures across the world (both
Global North and Global Majority cultures). The overall aim is to enable students to develop their
own understanding of biblical literacy and its importance within the mission of the church in
tomorrow’s world.

AIMS
This unit aims to:

•

•

Enable theological reflection on biblical literacy in contemporary culture with special
emphasis on the availability of the Bible, contemporary engagement with the Bible within
the Church community and in the arts and entertainment industry
Explore appropriate ways in which biblical literacy can be fostered within these
communities.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Knowledge and Understanding
By the end of this unit students will be able to:
• understand current issues relating to biblical literacy within key contemporary Western
cultures in a systematic way
• apply this understanding to other Global cultures, especially Global Majority cultures
• critically assess the role of media culture in biblical literacy
• critically evaluate the contextual impact of biblical literacy on religious knowledge, social
cohesion and theological understanding
• undertake in-depth examinations of the subject area, providing the basis for ongoing
research opportunities and professional development.
Subject-specific and Intellectual Skills
By the end of this unit students will be able to:
• reflect theologically in a sustained and focused way upon, and evaluate critically, different
forms of communication in a secular and a Christian context
• critically evaluate the place of biblical literacy within contemporary cultural identity
• understand at an advanced level the role of biblical literacy as it relates to opportunities
and challenges for the mission and ministry of the church and for ongoing research and
professional development
• reflect theologically within an interdisciplinary environment both on the context of
contemporary society and the importance of and interpretation of biblical texts within the
Church and wider society.

Generic Skills
By the end of this unit students will be able to:
• reflect within an interdisciplinary environment
• demonstrate self-direction and originality in tackling and solving complex issues
• engage in informed group analysis and discussion, developing communication of ideas and
research outcomes to specialist and non-specialist audiences.

TEACHING AND LEARNING METHODS
Methods

The unit will be taught over two periods of residence offering 30
hours of contact time. This time will focus on developing an
understanding of biblical literacy within media culture, through
staff- led and student-led seminars, discussion groups, joint
teaching, and within a multi-media environment. Specific attention

will be given to exploration of biblical literacy through contemporary
media output (films, television, theatre) and include a group
opportunity to critically assess a live performance. Some individual
consultation will be available during these periods and on-line.
Resources provided

Breakdown

Library
Various e-resources, such as e-books and scholarly articles, accessed
through ATLA, Ebsco, etc.
Unit-specific lecture notes, core texts and various other learning
resources will be available to students via Moodle

Activity

Allotted Study Hours

Lecture
Seminar/tutorial
Completion of assessment task
Preparation for scheduled
sessions
Wider reading
Practical or placement
Revision/ Examinations
Follow-up work
Total study time

15
15
180
90
0
0
0
0
300

ASSESSMENT METHODS
Task

Details (e.g., length)

Percentage
weighting

1,000 word book review
and
student-led seminar,
which would be a
theological reflection on
biblical literacy within a
specific aspect of
contemporary media,
on which there will be
written feedback.

0%

The development of a
resource for
encouraging
engagement with the
Bible aimed at either a

40% presentation
60% reflection

Formative
Book Review and Student-led
seminar

Summative
Presentation and written evaluation

Church or non-Church
context including a 20
minute presentation
and accompanied by a
critical evaluation of up
to 2,500 words. The
subject area of the
presentation will be
determined in a tutorial
with the course leader
and agreed between
the course leader and
student. The student
will meet with the
course tutor on a
minimum of two
occasions between the
initial tutorial and
submission of the final
presentation to
determine progress and
ensure compatibility.

FEEDBACK METHODS
Feedback to formative assignments will comprise dialogue in seminars and written comments
by tutors. Tutors will also be available for individual consultation. Written feedback on
summative submissions will be supported by individual tutorials.

RESIT/ REFERRAL METHODS

A new summative essay title will be set
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ADDITIONAL NOTES
Provisional Curriculum:
• What do we mean by biblical literacy and are there counter-proposals?
• Does biblical literacy change within other Global North contexts or in Global South
contexts?
• Has biblical literacy changed over the centuries?
• How has biblical literacy altered in comparison to other literacies?
• In what ways is the Bible different from other texts, e.g. theological interpretation of
scripture
• What does the Bible have to say about its own interpretation?
• In what was has the Bible always been a mediated text?
• How is the Bible mediated in contemporary (digital) media?
• How is the Bible mediated in contemporary social media?
• What is the relationship between the Bible and Digital Technology?
• In what ways does Digital transform the Bible’s consumption in contemporary society?
• How does this affect the Bible’s authority and influence?
• How do different people read the Bible today and through which particular lenses?

•
•

Who is researching biblical literacy and what are they saying?
Where is the future for biblical literacy?
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